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Abstract: 
European  Drilling Projects (EDP) commenced on a new series of trials, beginning late 2018 
until early April 2019, with the combination of the new Switchblade Reamer® and the already 
existing innovative design of stabilizers (Switchblade® and Fixedblade®). Additionally, to the 
type of tools used, attention was put in placing the Switchblade Reamer and stabilizers 
strategically to optimize and mitigate the following issues: high levels of shock and vibration, hard 
back-reaming, and rotary stalling.  

The result of the four consecutive runs was highly successful. During the trials, all KPIs were 
achieved, and the accumulated time back-reaming over four different candidate wells resulted in a 
total of 26 minutes back-reaming.   

Summary table: 

Rig Rig-XX Rig-XX Rig-XX Rig-XX 
Section 17 ½” 12 ¼” 12 ¼” 17 ½” 
KPI: back-reaming Reduce hard 

back-reaming and 
rotary stalling 

N/A Reduce hard back-
reaming 

Reduce hard back-
reaming and 

rotary stalling 
Total back-reaming 
hours 

0 minutes 0 minutes 26 minutes 0 minutes 

KPI: vibration Minimize high 
levels shock and 

vibration 

Minimize high 
levels shock and 

vibration 

N/A Minimize high 
levels shock and 

vibration 
Result: a significant 
reduction in vibration ✓ ✓ N/A 

✓ 
 
Offset wells versus Rig-X well: 
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Switchblades® & Switchblade Reamer® 17 ½”                     MABROUK 
Field 

Objectives/KPI’s: 
 
Client main targets: 
1. Minimize high level  shocks & vibrations across “Natih” formation 
2. Minimize Hard back-reaming & rotary stalling during the entire POOH 

Client expectations from ED-Projects: 
1. Suggest the fit-for-purpose BHA  
2. Roadmap to mitigate shocks & vibrations, hard back-reaming 

Results:  

The hole section was completed in 26 drilling hours with an average ROP 30m/hr. On the DDR, there was no 
reference to shocks or vibration, the trip out of the hole from section TD to surface was all the way on 
elevators with zero back-reaming. Also the casing job ran smooth to casing point, saving 3 days for this 17-
1/2” hole section. IADC bit dull grading: 1-1-WT-A-X-I-NO-TD.  

Comment from the client: “It was a successful and smooth runs and POOH. Good luck and excellent job 
guys.” 
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Fixedblade® 12 ¼”                 SAKHIYA Field  

Objectives/KPI’s: 
 
Client main target: 
1. Minimize high level  shocks & vibrations  

Client expectations from ED-Projects: 
1. Suggest a fit-for-purpose BHA  

Results: 

The 12 ¼”hole section was completed over 2 Runs. The 1st run from 645m to 3662m was decided to POOH 
due to hours on the bit (320 hours on the bit). After the bit change the 2nd run was drilled to TD from 3662m 
to 3994m. Therefore, the results from this particular run display how optimizing BHA stabilization can 
improve bit life significantly.  

On the DDR, there was no reference to shocks or vibration, the trip out of the hole from section TD to 
surface was smooth also the casing job ran smooth to casing point. 

BHA # 3 IADC bit dull grading: 2-4-BT-A-X-1-CR-HR. BHA # 4 IADC bit dull grading: 1-1-CT-G-1-1-CT-
TD.  
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Conventional Stabilizers & Switchblade Reamer® 12 ¼”                                     
HAWQA Field  
 
Objectives/KPI’s: 
 
Client main targets: 
1. Reduce back reaming by 50% or up to 70% 
2. Not to compromise on drilling performance 
3. Follow the drilling road-map 
 
Client expectations from ED-Projects: 
1. Suggest the fit-for-purpose BHA  
2. Roadmap to mitigate hard back-reaming 

Results:  

The hole section was completed within 58hrs BRT hours with an average ROP 38.8m/hr on bottom. The trip 
out of the hole from section TD to surface was all the way on elevators other than 26 minutes back-
reaming.  

Best result when compared to 7 offset wells. Also, the casing job ran smooth to casing point.  
 
Actual Formation Tops (AHD): 
 
Shargi: 780.5 m 
Natih C: 1006 m 
Natih D: 1034 m 
Natih E: 1050 m 
Nahur Umr: 1182 m 
Shuaiba: 1223 m 
Hanifa: 1290 m 
Tuwaiq Mountain: 1378 m 
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 Switchblade® and Switchblade Reamers® 17 ½”                 
MABROUK Field                          
 

Objectives/KPI’s: 

Client main targets: 
1. Minimize high level  shocks & vibrations across “Natih” formation 
2. Minimize Hard back-reaming & rotary stalling during the entire POOH 
 
Client expectations from ED-Projects: 
1. Suggest the fit-for-purpose BHA 
2. Roadmap to mitigate shocks & vibrations, hard back-reaming 

Results: 
 
High torque and string stalls were observed while drilling from 1255m to 1258m (Naith C Formation). 
Drilled through the troubled interval slowly till torque became normal. POOH on elevators from 1642m to 
1287m – No overpull, hole slick. POOH on elevators from 1287m to 590m. Observed overpull of 10 KdaN at 
1141m to 1032m. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


